They made no complaints thereto.

(...) a text with a commentary thereon.

He led a simple life and was happy therewith.


The insurance covers the apartment and all the property therein.

He signed the contract, thereby forfeiting his right to the property.

He became a citizen in 1978, thereby gaining the right to vote.

There was a card on each door with a guest's name inscribed thereon.

The treaty was imposed by force, and therein lay the cause of its ineffectiveness.

The aim of this class is to understand the basic elements of negligence and defences thereto.

His name was mentioned in the article, although he was incorrectly described therein as a medical doctor.

You will, in addition, pay to the Bank any losses, costs, expenses or legal fees (including VAT thereon).

This dollhouse is one of the most detailed and fully furnished examples you may ever have a chance to see. Its creator, Marian Pettygrove, spent many of her adult years crafting the hundreds of details therein.

"Articles have been written suggesting that the courts of law have become bouncers at the door of justice; thereby preventing victims of such greed and avarice from securing a remedy, and thereby shining a light on the degenerating ethics of this darkening industry," says the lawsuit.